We present a theory of the collective excitation spectrum in the fractional quantum Hall effect which is closely analogous to Feynman's theory of superfluid helium. The predicted spectrum has a large gap at k=O and a deep magneto-roton minimum at finite wave vector, in excellent quantitative agreement with recent numerical calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum Hall effect'~is a remarkable macroscopic qmmtum phenomenon occuring in the twodimensional electron gas (inversion layer) at high magnetic fields and low temperatures. The Hall resistivity is found to be qu mtized with extreme accuracy in the form =h je~i .
In the integral Hall effect the quantum number l take on integral values. In the fractional quantum Hall effect (FICHE) the values of i are rational fractions with odd denominators.
Associated with and of central importance to this quantization of p~i s the appearance of exponentially small dissipation, is found to be relatively large at zero wave vector but at finite wave vector exhibits a deep "magneto-roton minimum" quite analogous to the roton minimum in helium. The purpose of the present paper is to present a more complete description and derivation of this theory and to use it to make specific experimental predictions.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section II contains a review of Feynman's arguments for superfluid He. In Sec. III we discuss the application of these ideas to fermion systems in a magnetic field and in Sec. IV we speciahze to the case of the lowest Landau level. In Secs.
V -VII we discuss evaluation of the static structure factor, the collective mode dispersion, and the role of backflow corrections. In Sec. VIII we consider the largewave-vector limit. In Secs. IX -XI we discuss finitethickness effects, disorder, and linear response, and in Sec.
XII we present a summary of our conclusions. The activation energy l) = 100 K for the integral case is associated with disorder and the mobility gap between Landau levels and is thus primarily a single-particle effect. The fractional case occurs in low-disorder, highmobility samples with partially filled Landau levels for which there is no single-particle gap. In this case the excitation gap is a collective effect arising from many-body correlations due to the Coulomb interaction and is therefore smaller in magnitude (b, i/3 6 K). Considerable The spectrum has an excitation gap which
II. REVIEW OF FEYNMAN'S THEORY OF He
In a beautiful series of paperss Feynman has laid out an elegantly simple theory of the collective excitation spectrum in superfluid He. Even though the underlying ideas were developed for a neutral Bose system in three dimensions, they are sufficiently general that they can be applied mutatis mutandis to a charged Fermi system in two dimensions in a high magnetic field. Let us therefore now review Feynman's arguments. Because He is a Bose system, the ground-state wave function is symIDetric under particle exchange and has no nodes. Using these facts Feynman argues that there can be no low-lying single-particle excitations, so that the only low-energy excitations are long-wavelength density oscillations (phonons). Now suppose that somehow one knew the exact ground-state wave function, P. Then +p(2n) 5 (k), (2.8) where p is the average density. The variational estimate for the excitation energy is the usual expression pq --g exp( i k -r/) . . (2.4) h(k) = f (k)/s (k), (2.9) Note that since the ansatz wave function contains the ground-state wave function as a factor, favorable correlations are automatically built in. Nevertheless (2.11) which will be recognized as the oscillator strength. 
Operators on this space must take analytic functions into analytic functions. Hence a natural pair to consider is a~=z,
where m is a non-negative integer and z=x+iy is the complex representation of the particle position. We wish to focus on the analytic part of the wave function and ignore as much as possible the ubiquitous Gaussian factor.
Hence we define, following Bargmann, ' ' a Hilbert space of analytic functions with an inner product (f,g)= I dp(z)f '(z)g(z), (4.2) where the Gaussian factors from (4.1}have been absorbed into the measure:
We are now in a position to project the Hainiltonian. Table I and the resultant analytic g(r) is shown in Fig. 1 It is important to note that this wave packet is quasistationary because the roton group velocity dhldk vanishes at the roton minimum. Evaluation of the current density gives the result schematically illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . The current has a fixed direction and is nonzero only in the region localized around the wave packet. This violates the continuity equation (7.1} since the density is (approximately) time independent for the quasistationary packet.
The modified variational wave function of Feynman and Cohen includes the backflow shown in Fig. 5 Haldane and Rezayi (Ref. 20) for v= -, . Circles are from a seven-particle spherical system. Horizontal error bars indicate the uncertainty in converting angular momentum on the sphere to linear momentum.
Triangles are from a six-particle system with a hexagonal unit cell. Arrows have same meaning as in Fig. 3 . and p(R} is the density and 'R is the unit vector normal to the plane. It follows immediately from (7.4}that V (J(R))=0 (7.6) for any state in the lowest Landau level. Hence the backflow condition is automatically satisfied. The current flow for the magneto-roton wave packet calculated from (7.4) is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5(c) . We see that the inagneto-roton circulation is rather different from the smoke ring in bulk helium shown in Fig. 5(b) . Equation (7.6) For the case of the magneto-roton wave packet discussed above, we note that the excess particle density is circularly symmetric. Hence the (mean} electric field is radial and the particle drift is purely circular, as illustrated previously in Fig. 5(c) . Hence one is once again led to the conclusian that the continuity condition is automatically satisfied by the magneto-roton wave packet. We believe that this accounts for the excellent results obtained using the SMA.
VIG. SMA AT LARGE %AVE VECTORS
We saw in Sec. VI that the SMA is quantitatively accurate out to the magneto-roton minimum. Far larger wave vectors the SMA rapidly breaks down as many different states begin ta couple to the density. This is simply because the density wave is not a sensible excitation for wavelengths smaller than the interparticle spacing.
Even thaugh Eq. (4.19}does not give a good variational bound on the energy for large k, it still gives the exact first moment of the excitation spectrum. As we shall see below, it is interesting to consider this first excitation moment in the limit of large k: f(k) =2e ' I E"h(v), (8.7) where E"h(v)is the cohesive energy per particle. Substitution of (8.7) The quantity a(q)-: s(q)/h(q) is shown plotted in Fig. 7 .
IX. FINITE-THICKNESS EFFECTS
Note that the susceptibility is sharply peaked at the wave vector corresponding to the roton minimum and that the magnitude of the susceptibilit~rises very rapidly as the filling factor approaches v= -,. This is consistent with our previous discussion in Sec. VI (5ps ) =pu(q)X(q), (11. 4) where =ev/2n 1 is the mean density and u (q) =2nZe /eq is the transform of the Coulomb potential.
The real space-charge distribution is therefore =1+Z J dqX(q)IO(qr) . (11. 5) p 0 This is plotted in Fig. 8 
